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Abstract
SIMPLE AND COMPLEX DYNAMICS
FOR CIRCLE MAPS*
LLUÍS ALSEDÁ AND VLADIMIR FEDORENKO
The continuous self maps of a closed interval of the real line with
zero topological entropy can be characterized in terms of the dy-
namics of the map on its chain recurrent set . In this paper we
extend this characterization to continuous self maps of the circle .
We show that, for these maps, the chain recurrent set can exhibit
a new dynamic behaviour which is specific of the circle maps of
degree one.
1. Introduction.
The aim of this paper is to extend the characterization of the complex
and simple interval maps (in the sense of positive or zero topological
entropy respectively) to circle maps . We shall start by stating this char-
acterization for interval maps for completeness (see Theorem A) . To do
it we have to introduce the appropriate notation .
Let f be a map from a topological space X into itself. We shall denote
by f' the map f o f o . . . o f n times (if n = 0 we set fn = Id) .
Let now f be an interval map (that is, a continuous map from a closed
interval I of the real line into itself) . We say that f has a horseshoe
if there exist n > 0 and two closed intervals Il, 12 C I with pairwise
disjoint interiors such that h U 12 C fn (I1) and Il U 12 C fn (I2 ) .
The above condition was used for the first time by Sharkovskii(see [13])
and has been used widely in the study of interval maps (see [9], [4] and
[12]) . The name of horseshoe was given to this condition by Misiurewicz
*This paper was written during a stage of the second author at the Centre de Recerca
Matemática . He was also partially supported by the Fund for Fundamental Research
of the State Committee of Ukraine on Science and Technology grant number 1/356.
The first author has been partially supported by the DGICYT grant number PB90-
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in [9] . An interval map having a horseshoe was called turbulent by Block
(see [4]) and in [12] a similar notion was called an L-scheme .
We note that the set of interval maps having a horseshoe is open and
dense in the space of all interval maps (we suppose this space endowed
with the topology of the uniform convergente) . Thus, in this sense, the
property that a map has a horseshoe is generic .
It is well known that a map has positive topological entropy if and only
if it has a horseshoe (see [9]) . In other words, the existente of horseshoes
characterizes the complex interval maps .
Now we introduce the necessary notions to characterize the simple
interval maps . Let S be a closed invariant set of an interval map f. We
say that S splits into So and Sl if So and SI are closed nonempty subsets
of S such that (S,) n (S2) = 0 (where (Si) denotes the convex hull of
Si, i = 1, 2), Sl U S2 = S, f (Sl) = S2 and f(S2) = Si . We also say that
S splits k times if S splits into So and Sl and each of them splits (k -1)
times under f2 . The set S is said to be simple if either it is a fixed point
or it splits k times for each k G 1092 Card S (see [6]) .
Remark 1 .1 . From the above definition it follows easily that each
simple set either consists en a unique periodic orbit or does not contain
any periodic orbit .
Recall that if f is a continuous map from a metric space X into itself
the set of chain recurrent points of f is denoted by CR(f) and is defined
to be the set of all x E X such that for each e > 0 there exists {xi}?o
with xo = x,,, = x and ¡f(xi) - xi+11 G E for i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n - 1 .
The following theorem characterizes the complex and simple interval
maps (see [6]) .
Theorem A. Each interval map f satisfies one and only one of the
following two conditions .
(a) f has a horseshoe.
(b) The chain recurrent set of f is the union of all simple sets of f.
To extend Theorem A to circle maps we have to reformulate the above
notions in this context .
We shall represent the circle S 1 as the set {z E (C : Iz1 = 1} . Any
continuous map from S1 into itself will be called a circle map.
We note that the notion of a simple set and of horseshoe extends
naturally to circle maps by simply replacing closed intervals by closed
ares of the circle (that is, subsets of Sl which are homeomorphic to closed
intervals of the real line) .
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We note that if an interval map f has a horseshoe h, 12 then we always
have that, for each i, j E {1, 2}, there exist a closed interval I~ C Ii such
that fn(I.~) = I, . However, this is not the case if we are talking about
horseshoes of circle maps . Indeed, if h, 12 C S 1 is a horseshoe of a circle
map g it may happen that gn (II) = S1 in such a way that gn ¡Int(I 1 )
is injective and gn(a) = gn(b) E Int(I2 ) where a and b denote the two
endpoints of h . Then, clearly, does not hold that for each i, j E {1, 2}
there exist a closed arc Ij C I2 such that gn (I.~) = h .
Let f be a map from a topological space X into itself and let x E X.
We say that x is a periodic point of f if fn(x) = x for some n > 0 . The
smallest n with the above property is called the period of x . If x E X is
a periodic point of f of period n then the set {x, f(X). , fn-I (x)} will
be called a periodic orbit of f of period n . In the sequel we shall denote
by Per(f) the set of periods of all periodic points of f . Also, if x E X
we shall denote by wx (f) the omega limit set of x which is defined to be
the set of all accumulation points of {f' (x) : n >_ 0} . We will also use
the notation w(f) to denote UxEXwx (f) .
The mairi result of this paper is the following .
Theorem 1 .2 . Each circle map f satisfies one and only one from the
following theee conditions :
(a) f has a horseshoe.
(b) There exist n > 0 such that wx (fn) is a simple set for each x E S' .
(c) Per(f) = 0.
We note that, as for interval maps, Condition (a) of the above theorem
is generic in the space of circle maps endowed with the topology of the
uniform convergente and is a criterion for positive topological entropy
(see [9]) . On the other hand, it is known that Condition (b) with n = 1,
in the case of an interval map, is equivalent to Condition (b) of Theo-
rem A (see for instante Theorem 2 of [7]) . However, for circle maps it is
not . Theorem 1 .2 is stated in this way for simplicity but in Section 4 the
topological picture of the chain recurrent set in this case will be described
in detail . Finally, the dynamics of a circle map satisfying Condition (c)
of the above theorem can be roughly described as follows . The map f
has a unique w-limit set which is minimal (Le . it has no closed invariant
proper subset) and the restriction of f to it is semi-conjugate to a ro-
tation of the circle by an irrational angle . A detailed description of the
dynamics of such a map can be found in [3] and [11] .
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2. Definitions and preliminary results .
In this section we will introduce the necessary notation to prove The-
orem 1.2 . Also we will prove a lemma that will play a key role in that
proof.
Let f be a circle map. As usual, instead of working with f itself we
shall use a lifting of f . A continuous map F : I[8 --> R is called a lifting of
f if e o F = f o e, where e(x) = exp(27rix) is the natural projection from
1[8 to S 1 . We note that if F is a lifting of f then F + m is also a lifting
of f for each m E 7G and that Fn is a lifting of f' . Also, there exists an
integer d such that F(x + 1) = F(x) +d for each x E R. This number d
is called the degree of f and is denoted by deg(f) . It is not difficult to
see that deg(fn) = deg(f)n .
We say that a point x E R is periodic (mod. 1) of period q for F if
Fq(x) - x E 7L but F1 (x) - x ¢ 7L for j = 1, 2, . . . , q - 1 . Clearly, x is a
periodic (mod. 1) point of F of period q if and only if e(x) is a periodic
point of f of period q.
Let F be a lifting of a circle map f . In the sequel we shall denote by
Per(F) the set of peroods of all periodic (mod . 1) points of F . Clearly,
Per(f) = Per(F) .
Let f be a circle map of degree one and let F be a lifting of f . For
x E R we define its F-rotation number as
lim sup Fn (x) -
x
n-oo n
and denote it by PF(x) . We note that, since f has degree 1, PF(x) =
PF (X +M) for all m E 7G . Also, if x is a periodic (mod . 1) point of period
q of F then
PF (x) =
F9(x)
-
x
E
q
The set {PF(x) : x E l[8} = {PF(x) : x E [0,1)} is denoted by LF . Ito in
[8] proved that LF is a closed interval (perhaps degenerate to a point)
of R. Thus, in the sequel LF will be called the rotation interval of F.
The rotation interval of a lifting of a circle map of degree one captures
a lot of its dynamical properties and plays a fundamental role in their
study (see for instance [10] and [2]) .
Let F be a lifting of a circle map of degree one . We define (see [1])
F. (x) = sup{F(y) : y < x} .
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It is not dificult to see that Fu is non-decreasing and that it is a lifting
of a circle map of degree one . Moreover, F < Fu .
Now we are ready to state and prove the lemma we are looking for .
Lemma 2 .1 . Let f be a circle map and let F be a lifting of f . Then
one of the following properties hold:
(a) f has a horseshoe .
(b) There exist q E N, p E 7G and. I = [x, x + 1] C l[8 such that
(Fq _ p) (J) C J .
(c) Per(f) = 0.
Proof. If deg(f) ¢ {-1, 0,1} then Cearly f has a horseshoe . Thus,
(a) holds .
Assume now that deg(f) = 0 . Then, F(x + 1) = F(x) for all x E R.
Hence, F(R) = F([0,1]) = [a, b] . If b <_ a + 1 then we set q = 1, p = 0
and I = [a, a+ 1] ; and (b) holds . Thus, assume that b > a+ l . Let c E R
be such that F(c) = a . Clearly F(c+ 1) = a and there exist d E (c, c+ 1)
such that F(d) = b . Set Il = e([c, d]) and 12 = e([d, c + 1]) . Clearly Il
and 12 are arcs of S1 and f(I1) = f(I2) D S1 D Il U 12 . Thus, f has a
horseshoe and (a) holds .
Now we consider the case deg(f) = 1 . From [10] it follows that
Per(f) = 0 if and only if LF = {a} with a 0 Q and that f has a
horseshoe if LF is non-degenerate . Thus we only have to consider the
case LF = {p/q} with q E N and p E 7G relatively prime. From [5] (see
also [1, Theorem 3 .7.20 and its proof]) it follows that there exists x, a
periodic (mod . 1) point of F of period q and rotation number p/q, such
that Fi(x) = F,,(x) for all i > 0 . Set
P={F'(x)+m : i=0,1,2, . . .,q-1, mEZ}=
= e 1({f2(e(x)) : i = 0,1, 2, . . . , q - 1}) =
= { . . . x_2, x_1, xo, xl, X2 . . . . }
with (xi, xi+ 1)nP = 0 for all i E 7G . Set also G = Fq-p and Gv = Fú-p .
Since F,, is non-decreasing so is G,4 and, hence, G <_ Gv because F < F .
Therefore, if y E R, z E P and y < z then
G(y) < G.(y) < G. (z) = G(z) = z .
Moreover, it is not difficult to see that LG = {0} .
Set J = [xo, xo + 1] . We note that J C G(J) because G(xi) = xi
for all i E 7L . Thus, G¡ (J) C G'+1(J) for all i E N. Let K be the
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closure of U
°°
1 G'(J) . Clearly K is a closed interval such that J C K C
(-oo, xo+1] and G(K) C K. If K is not bounded, then there exist z E J
and m E N such that G'(z) < xo -1 . Therefore, there exists z E J such
that G'''(z) = z - 1 . That is, z is a periodic (mod . 1) point of G with
rotation number -1/m. This contradicts the fact that LG = {O} . Thus,
K is of the form [a, xo + 1] with a < xo .
If a E P then we take I = [a, a + 1] . Since a + 1 E P we have that
G(I) C (-oo, a + 1] . On the other hand, G(I) C G(K) C K. Thus
G(I) C I and we are done .
Now assume that a P. Then there exists i < 0 such that a E
(xi, xi+l) . Since G(xi) = xi there exists a fixed point of G in [xi, a] . Let
y be the supremum of there fixed points . Since G(a) > a we see that
for each z E [y, ca] we have that G(z) > y. Thus the set
S = {y E [xi, ca] : G(y) = y and G(z) > y for each z E [y, a]}
is non-empty. So we set ,3 = inf S and K = [,0, xo + l] .
Since xi+1 E P and_xi+l <_ xo we have that G([/3, ca]) C P, xi+1] C K.
Therefore, G(K) C K. Now, if ,0 = xi we set I = [/0, 0 + 1] and we
proceed as above to get G(I) C I. So we may assume that 0 :7~ xi .
If G([xi,fi]) C [-00,3] then we shall show that G(I) C I with I =
[,3, _ _(3 ~- 1] . To see this it is enough to prove that if z < ~3 + 1 then
G(z) < ~3+1 because I C K and G(K) C K. We shall prove first that if
z <_ 0 then G(z) < 0 . If z E [xi, N] then this follows by the assumption .
If z <_ xi then, since xi E P we have that G(z) <_ xi < ~ . Hence, since
G is a lifting of fe which has degree one, for each z <_ + 1 we have
G(z) = G(z - 1) + 1 <_ ~3 + 1 and we are done . Thus, we may assume
that there exists t E [xi C3] such that G(t) > Ñ .
Since xi =,L ~3, by the definition of fl, there exists z E [xi, ~3] such that
G(z) < xi . If t < z then the intervals [t, z] and [z,,(3] form a horseshoe
of G . So F has a horseshoe and (a) holds . If z < t then there is a fixed
point of G in (z, t) . Let y be the supremum of there fixed points. We
have
y<t<0 and
G(z) > y for all z
If also G(z) >_ y for all z E [t 3] then y E S which contradicts the fact
that ~3 = inf S . So, there exists 7 E (t, ,0) such that f (5) = y . Then the
intervals [y, t] and [t, ~] form a horseshoe of G . This ends the proof of
the lemma in the case when f has degree one .
Finally assume that deg(f) = -l. By the definition of degree of a
map, f has a fixed point . Thus, Per(f) :,A 0 . Let us consider f' . It has
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degree 1 and FZ as a lifting . Thus, in view of the degree one case, either
f2 has a horseshoe or there exist q E N, p E 7L and I = [x, x+1] such that
((F2)q-p)(I) C I . Hence, either f has a horseshoe or (F 2q-p)(I) C I. g
Remark 2.2 . From the proof of the above lemma it follows that if f
is a circle map satisfying (b) of Lemma 2.1, then deg(f) E {-1, 0,1} .
3 . Proof of Theorem 1 .2 .
We shall start with some technical lemmas on interval maps .
Lemma 3 .1 . Let f be a continuous map of the interval I into itself
having a horseshoe. Then, f has a horseshoe in Int(I) .
Proof. Since f has a horseshoe there exist n E N and h, 12 C I, two
closed intervals with pairwise disjoint interiors, such that
Il U 12 C fn(I1) and h U 12 C fn (I2) .
Then, there exist J,', J2 C Il and Ji , J2 C 12, closed intervals with
pairwise disjoint interiors such that
Ji U J2 U Ji U JZ C f2n(J~z)
with i, j E {1, 2} . Clearly, two of these intervals are contained in Int(I) .
Then, f has a horseshoe in Int(I) .
Lemma 3 .2 . Let f be a continuous map of the interval I = [a, a + 1]
into itself such that f(a+1) = f(a)+d with d E {-1,0, 1} . Assume that
wx (f) is a simple set for any x E I and that a E wx (f) and a+ 1 E wy (f)
for some x, y E I. Then the following statements hold:
(a) If wx (f) 7~ wy (f) then wx (f ) and wy (f) are fixed points of f.
(b) If wx (f) = wy (f) then wx (f) is a periodic orbit of period 2 of f .
Proof. It will be divided into several cases .
Case 1 : d = 0 . We shall prove that {a, a + 1} ~t w(f) and thus the
lemma holds . In view of Theorem A and the fact that for an interval map
the chain recurrent set is a union of simple sets if and only if each omega
limit set is a simple set, it is enough to show that if {a, a + 1} C w(f )
then f has a horseshoe .
If f(a+ 1) = f(a) = a then, since a+ 1 E wy (f) and wy(f) is invariant,
it follows that there exists z E I such that f(z) = a+ 1 . Thus, [a, z] and
[z, a + 1] form a horseshoe for f.
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If f(a + 1) = f(a) = a + 1 we proceed in a similar way to obtain a
horseshoe for f.
Assume now that a < f(a) = f(a + 1) < a + 1 . As before, there exist
z, z' É I such that f(z) = a and f(z') = a + 1 . Moreover, there exists t,
a fixed point of f between z and z' .
If z < z' and f(a) >_ t then the intervals [a, z] and [z, t] form a horse-
shoe of f. If z < z' and f(a) < t then the horseshoe of f is given by
[t, z'] and [z', a + 1] . Thus, if z < z' we are done.
If z' < z and f(a) > t we set A = [a, z'], B = [z', t] and C = [t, z] .
Then we have f(A) D C, f(B) D C and f(C) D AUB. Hence,
f2 (A) D AUB and f2 (B) D AUB .
Thus A and B form a horseshoe of f. If z' < z but f(a) < t then, in a
similar way we can see that [t, z] and [z, a + 1] form a horseshoe of f.
Case 2: d = 1 . We have that f(a) = a and f(a + 1) = a + 1 . Thus,
w., (f) and wy (f) are simple sets which contain a fixed point . In view of
Remark 1 .1 we obtain that w,:(f) = {a} and wy (f) = {a + 1} .
Case 3: d = -1 . We have that {a, a + 1} is now a periodic orbit of
f of period 2. Thus, again by Remark 1.1 we see that w., (f) =wy (f) _
{a, a + 1} .
Let now f be a circle map, and let F be a lifting of f . We say that f EA
if there exist x E lié and p E 7L such that (F -p)([x, x + 1]) C [x, x + 1] .
That is, if F satisfies (b) of Lemma 2.1 with q = 1 . From Remark 2.2
we note that deg(f) E {-1, 0,1} .
Lemma 3 .3 . Each map f E A has one and only one from the follow-
ing two properties :
(a) f has a horseshoe.
(b) wx(f) is a simple set for each x E S1 .
Proof: Let F be a lifting of f. Since f E A there exist x E I[8 and
p E 9L such that (F - p)([x, x + 1]) C [x, x + 1] . In view of Theorem A,
Lemmms 3.1 and 3.2 and the fact that the chain recurrent set of an
interval map is union of simple sets if and only if each omega limit set is
a simple set we get that (F -p) has one and only one from the following
two properties .
(i) (F - p) has a horseshoe in (x, x + 1) .
(ii) wy (F-p) is a simple set for each y E [x, x+1] and if x E wxl (F-p)
and x+1 E WX2 (F-p) for some X1, X2 E [x, x+1] then wxl (F-p)
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and w., Z (f - p) are fixed points of (F - p) when w., l (F - p) =
w~, 2 (F - p) and w,: l (F - p) is a periodic orbit of period 2 when
w., (F -p) :~ w-2(F -p).
Since (F -p) is also a lifting of f and e : (x, x + 1) -> S 1 \ {e(x)} is a
homeomorphism we get the desired conclusion.
Now we are ready to prove the main result of this paper .
Proof of Theorem 1 .2: It follows straightforwardly from Lemmas 2.1
and 3.3 and from the fact that if f satisfies (a) or (b) of Lemma 2 .1 then
Per(f) :?É 0 .
4 . A geometric view-point of Condition (b) of Theorem 1 .2 .
Throughout this section we will assume that f is a circle map satisfying
Condition (b) of Theorem 1.2 . We shall try to explain this Condition in
terms of the graph of the map and the chain recurrent set of f .
FYom Remark 2.2 we have that deg(f) E {-1, 0,1} . If deg(f) E
{-1, 0}, by looking at the proof of Theorem 1 .2, we can prove that
the situation for the chain recurrent set of f is the same as in the case
of interval maps . That is, the chain recurrent set of f is the union of all
simple sets .
Now assume that deg(f) = 1 . Also from the proof of Lemma 2.1
and from the fact that a circle map satisfies one and only one from
the conditions of Theorem 1.2 we see that if F is a lifting of f then
LF = {p1q} with q E N and p E 7L relatively prime . By using the
notation from the proof of Lemma 2.1 we see that there exists a periodic
(mod . 1) point 0 of F with rotation number p/q such that
If we set
(Fq _p)([0,0+11) C [0 , 0 + 11 .
Q={FZ(~3)+m : i=0,1,2, ,q-1,mEZ}=
= e 1({fz(e(a)) : i = 0, 1, 2,. . , q - 1}) _
_ { . . . ~3-2, 0-1, /30, Q1, 02 . . . }
then it is not difficult to prove that (Fq -p)([~i,Qi+1]) C [~3i,~3i+1] for
all i E 7G and that for each i, j E 7G the diagram
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13
12
~o 71 ~1 72 02 73 ~33 74 04 = /30 + 1
Figure 1 : The typical situation of a chain recurrent set of a circle map
f of degree one . Each Qi is a periodic (mod . 1) point of F of period 4
and rotation number p/4 for some p E_ 9G . The picture _shows the graph
of the map F4 - p . Here Ri C Ii U {3i} and Ti C Ii \ (Ii U
[pj, ~3j+lj ~ Wj, ej+lj
GIpj,Aj+il
commutes, where hij is the unique bijective affine map from [~3i, Ná+1j to
[fij, Oj+lj
lt is also easy to see (see [1] for instance) that Ni+q = /3i + 1 and
F(/3i) = Ri+p for each i E 7L . Thus, if we define Ii = e([~3i,pi+l)) for
i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , q-1 we get that f (Ii) = Ii+p (mod q) and fq l ji is conjugate
to fq ih for each i, j E {0,1, 2, . . . , q - 1} .
Let now C denote the chain recurrent set of f and set Ci = C f1 Ii for
i = 0, 1, . . . , q-1. Since C is invariant we have that f(Ci) = Ci+p(mod q)
for each i E {0,1, 2, . . . , q -1}. That is, the chain recurrent set is formed
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by q "rotating" disjoint pieces . Moreover, Ci = CR(fq) n Ii and fe I C¡
is conjugate to f ql C; for each i, j E {0, 1, 2, . . . , q - 1} . To end the
description of the dynamics of f on C we still need to describe the
dynamics of fq on the sets Ci . Each of these sets Ci can be decomposed
in a union of two more sets : Rá and Ti . In general the set Ti can be
empty while Ri it is not . The dynamics of fq IR¡ is the one of a simple
interval map on its chain recurrent set . That is, Rá is the union of all
simple sets of ^ri . On the other hand, f IT, is a monotone map . A
typical situation where Ti :7~ 0 is illustrated in Figure 1.
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